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ABSTRACT  

 

In current days WSN increased their attention towards its usage due to its wide range of 

information exchange and the efficiency of retrieving data over various locations in a very short 

period of time. Even though it attracted a lot of user‟s attention towards it, it still has some main 

limitations like packet loss during transmission. As we all know that in a WSN, data is always 

send or passed through various intermediate nodes that are available between the base station and 

the sink node. Here the base station is nothing but like a server which can store all the valuable 

information into it and in turn it will send the same to the requested sink nodes. Here the sink 

node act like a receiver node who try to read or download the valuable information from the sink 

node and in turn used for processing that valuable information. Here the intermediate nodes are 

nothing but just like sensors which are mainly used for communicating the information to and fro 

from the base station to sink and vice versa. During the data communication a malicious node 

may always try to introduce a set of additional nodes inside a network or compromise existing 

nodes in a network. Hence to achieve high data trustiness is very crucial for correct decision-

making, so we designed a new concept like data provenance, which plays a key factor in 

evaluating the trustiness of sensor data. In this paper, we for the first time have proposed a novel 

lightweight scheme to securely transmit provenance for sensor data. In the proposed paper we 

mainly use the bloom Filter to encode the data provenance and also we introduced the efficient 

mechanisms for data provenance verification and reconstruction at the base station.  

 
Key Words:  Bloom Filter, Data Aggregation, Packet Loss, Data Trustiness, Sink Node, base 

Station, Compromised Node, Data Provenance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent day‟s security plays a very vital role in each and every organization like 

banking, software, hotels, shopping- malls, e-commerce, schools, hospitals and so on. As 

security plays a very prominent role a lot of users try to access the contents illegally and they 

want to misuse the content during transmission. There are several ways of creating attacks either 

physical attack or non-physical attack. Physical attacks are those which are created based on a 

hacker and the content will be damaged or modified or lost during the transmission from a 

selected source node to valid destination. These attacks create physical damage for the data 

which is been transferred. But non-physical attacks come under a threat model which willn‟t 

damage the original content but just creates some delay while transmission. One among the 

physical attack is forgery attack which will try to do some modification or change in the content 

of sender and receiver during the data transfer and it will physically change the data content [1]. 

As this attack may lead a physical change in the content to be send, this attack come under 

physical mode [2]. 

 

 

FIGURE 1. DENOTE THE WORKING BEHAVIOUR OF A FORGERY ATTACK ON A 

VICTIM BANK ACCOUNT 

From the above figure 1, we can clearly find out a forgery attack performed on a user 

bank account. Here we can clearly find out initially victim try to login into a system in which 

cookies are set as ON. Now the victim without knowing exactly the cause, he un-fortunately try 

to submit his all bank details on a malicious page that was generated and operated by an 

attacker[3],[4]. Now once he enters into the malicious page, he then tries to enter all the basic 

details of him in that malicious page. Now with those basic details the intruder can try to attack 

on the victim bank account and can with draw or transfer the amount from the victim account to 

some other account which he choose for saving that money[5]. In this way the attackers can 
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create a forgery attack on genuine accounts and this may be a wonder for the victim to find out 

the exact reason behind this attack [6]. 

As we know that existing research is mainly opposed by the concept of separate 

transmission of data individually and its provenance also individually. In this paper we employ 

both the things into a single channel, where we also use a single channel or sending both the data 

as well as provenance. Also the traditional provenance security solutions use the intensively the 

cryptography and digital signature algorithms, we then employ append based data structures to 

store the data provenance. In the primitive approach we mainly use the fast message 

authentication code (MAC) schemes and also the Bloom Filters, which are almost of fixed sized 

networks that mainly, represents the data provenance. 

 

The main contributions of the proposed paper is: 

 

a. Initially we concentrate on the problem of secure data provenance transmission in 

a wireless sensor networks, and in turn used to identify the challenges specific to 

the above context. 

 

b. Next we mainly concentrated on proposing the enhanced in-packet Bloom filter 

(iBF) provenance- encoding scheme. 

 

c. Next we mainly concentrated on the concept of provenance decoding and 

verification at the base station. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In this section we mainly discuss about the related work that was carried out in order to 

find the secure scheme for identifying various attacks on a wireless sensor networks. Now let us 

look about that in detail in this current section. 
 

MAIN MOTIVATION 

 

The main motivation for designing the current application or thesis is mainly due to the 

concept of data lineage /data Provenance[7]. This is a process or a data life cycle that includes 

mainly the data's origins and where it moves over time.  

 

 

FIGURE 2. REPRESENTS THE MOTIVATING ARCHITECTURE TO INDICATE A 

FAULT OR AN ATTACK 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Data_life_cycle&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data
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From the above figure 2, we can clearly identify that this scenario is mainly used for 

identification of fault or an attack that occur during data transmission. Here from the above 

diagram, we consider Alice as the administrator who is operating this distributed storage 

systems. Along with Alice, there were other components like cluster, a corporate network and a 

file distribution system. Also the Alice will try to study each and every node behavior during 

data transmission and try to find out the behavior of user is legitimate or perhaps cause nay 

attack or fault. The main goal of administrator is to identify the unexpected behavior of the 

system and also to obtain the desired results. This data provenance mainly describes about what 

happens for the data when it goes to the diverse processes or internal processes. These processes 

provide the data analysis [8].It describes what happens to data as it goes through diverse 

processes. It will give a step-wise explanation about the lost output information during the 

process of data transmission. Normally this type of data provenance is mainly used by the 

database systems to address the problem of data lost and also the validations that take place in 

the database tables. 

 

DATA MODEL 

 

In this data model all the data will be collected in a multi round process from the base 

station.Initailly each and every sensor node which was available in the network generates data 

periodically and they finally get aggregated at the Base station level by using some of the 

existing hierarchical tree based algorithms that are available in the literature [12].Here all the 

data nodes will be formed as a data path with a set of D hops represented by <N1,N2…ND >. 

 

Where N1 is assumed as a Leaf Node representing the data source  

 

Here „i‟ is the distance between each and every hop starts from leaf node N1. 

 

In this data representation each and every non-leaf node in the path aggregates the 

received data and provenance with its own locally-generated data and provenance. The following 

are the common functionalities that an each and every packet contains inside it. They are as 

follows: 

 

1) A Unique Packet Sequence Number,  

2) A Data Value, and  

3) A Data Provenance.  

 

For each and every individual packet the sequence number is  automatically attached by 

the data source, and each and every node in the list  use the same sequence number for a given 

round [13]. The sequence number integrity is ensured through MACs, as discussed in later 

sections.From the below figure 3,we can find two provenance graphs named 3(a) and 3(b).Where 

both the graphs have some set of nodes like n1,n2…...and so on.If we look at the figure 3(a) the 

leaf node n1 generates a data packet like „d‟ and each intermediate node try to aggregates its own 

data with the packet „d‟ and then try to forward the data to the base station like BS.Hence the 

provenance corresponding to the packet „d‟ is represented as <V1,V2,V3> .These v1,v2,v3 is a 

small path  for the data provenance that occur within the network.If u look at the second diagram 
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i.e 3(b),there the internal node n1 generates a data d by aggregating the data d1,d2..d4 from a set 

of nodes like n1,n2..n4 and so on and finally passes the packet „d‟ towards the base station BS. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 3.REPRESENTS A PROVENANCE GRAPH FOR A SAMPLE SENSOR 

NETWORK 

 

From the above figure we can clearly find out the detailed representation of the 

provenance graph on a sample sensor network with a single base station and multiple sensors for 

receive the data. 

 

III. DETECTING THE PROCESS OF PACKET DROPPING ATTACKS 
 

In this section we will mainly discuss about the process for detecting the packet dropping 

attacks that occur inside the network during data transfer. 

 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

 
The preliminary information that we need to learn for detection of packet dropping attacks 

is in the previous section we examined and analyzed the process of secure data provenance 

encoding techniques with a small sensor network example[14]. Now in this section we try to find 

out the packet drop attacks that were created by a malicious node inside the network. Initially we 

assume that links on the current path of our network exhibit the natural packet loss and there may 

be several adversary nodes that may present in the network during data transmission. 

 

For simplicity, we try to assume only linear data flow paths (i.e., as shown and described in 

Fig. 3a). Also, in this section we don‟t address the issue related to recovery of node once a 
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malicious node is detected. All the Existing techniques that are available in the literature are 

almost orthogonal to our detection scheme and they may initiate multipath routing [15] when any 

compromised nodes occur within the network during the data transfer in one best path. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4 .REPRESENTS EXTENDED PROVENANCE FRAMEWORK TO DETECT 

PACKET DROP ATTACKS AND IDENTIFY MALICIOUS NODES 

 

Initially we try to prove the method of data provenance encoding  for the packet 

acknowledgement that requires the sensors to transmit more meta-data. For each and every data 

packet ,a provenance record  will be generated by a node  and it will contains mainly of node ID 

and an ack for the node in the form of a unique sequence number of the last seen delivered or 

forward packet. During the process of data transfer from one node to other node if there was any 

packets dropped due to intermediate nodes failure then we can identify some nodes only can 

participate in sending the packets from valid source to destination and some are in active state of 

not carrying any data packets. For this we consider a flow of data oath with term like “P” and n1 

is nothing but the data source and we denote the link between the nodes n1 to ni as the li. 

 

From the above figure 4, we can clearly find out the process of extended provenance 

encoding process. If we look at the figure in detail, each and every provenance record for a 

certain  node includes  the following fields like 

 

1) The node ID, 

2) An Acknowledgement of the last seen packet flow. 
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The Ack for the packets  can be generated in several ways to serve this purpose. In our 

solution, a node ni creates a vertex vi for every jth packet it generates/forwards. The vertex  

IDvidi is generated as follows: 

 

 
 

Where the fields like pSeqi is the knowledge of ni(i.e. Data provenance Update) about 

the sequence number of the previous packet in the flow.  

ni  is defined as the updates of the data provenance for  the packet by inserting vidi into 

the iBF. 

 

Here we must take one step as a key point, where each and every node inside the network 

must maintain a per-flow record to store the previous packet sequence for each data flow that 

passed through the node. After a node ni processes/forwards any jth packet, it updates the pSeqi 

record for the corresponding data flow with the recently processed packet sequence, seq[j].Here 

in the above figure 4,if a node receives a packet from a data flow for which it has no previous 

packet information ,then it may use a pre-specified identifier to identify the node status such as 

„0‟.This value will tell that packets are started from initial value and they will be keep on adding 

into the list after a new node enters into path. More over during this data provenance, some 

nodes cant receive the packets for the data flow for a very long period of time; it can erase all the 

previous packets information for that data flow to reduce the space overhead. 

 

 

IV. RESULT  ANALYSIS FOR OUR PROPOSED SCHEME 

 
In this section we will mainly discuss about the proposed scheme for detecting various 

attacks that takes place on a wireless sensor networks. In our proposed thesis we developed the 

proposed mechanism on java platform with JSE as programming language. Here as a front end 

we used Java Swings and AWT as front end application design along with socket programming 

as main logic for sending data to and from source to destination node and vice versa. As a back 

end for the proposed application we took  MS-Access data base for storing the basic information 

like topology information as well as the data transferred and received details in that data base. 

Also we can see the details like packet loss or packets modify  along with the date and time when 

that packet drop attacks occurred in the network. 

 

Now we can clearly see the result analysis of our proposed application in terms of a 

performance graph with X- Axis pointing towards the various types of attacks that occurred in 

our application and Y-Axis in turn represents the total packets count that was dropped or 

modified during transfer from sender to receiver. Here in our proposed application we are going 

to perform two types of attacks like packets dropped or packet modified for the packets which 

are send from a valid source node to destination node and now we can see the detailed analysis 

of packet loss in the below graph representation. 
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SAMPLE WINDOW REPRESENTING THE PERFOMANCE OF 

PROPOSED APPLICATION 

 

 
 

 

From the above window we can clearly see the result analysis of our proposed application 

in terms of a performance graph with X- Axis pointing towards the various types of attacks that 

occurred in our application and Y-Axis in turn represents the total packets count that was 

dropped or modified during transfer from sender to receiver. Here we can clearly find out that we 

lost 29 packets during data transmission in packets dropped category and we lost 14 packets 

under packets modified category during various file transfers from sender to valid destination 

node. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, we for the first time developed a new scheme to address the problem of 

securely transmitting data provenance for sensor networks, and we finally proposed a novel 

light-weight secure provenance encoding and decoding scheme based on bloom filters. This 

scheme is mainly used for ensuring the confidentiality, and data integrity of the data provenance. 

Also as an extension we also included a facility to find or detect the packet dropping attacks that 

was created by a hacker or intruder in the network. This was mainly monitored by the router in 

order to find the packet droppers who are available within the network during data transmission. 

By conducting various experiments on our proposed scheme, the proposed bloom filter for 

encoding the data provenance gives best result in terms of effectiveness, scalability and even it is 

light weight for retrieval of data in a short period of time.  
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